Here to Help
Whether you are new to campus, new to research computing, or have questions about your existing research, our staff is ready to help.
Let us connect you with the resources you need at Northwestern and beyond.

Request a Consultation
Consultations are complimentary and available to students, faculty, and staff.
For support or to meet with a computational research expert, email consultant@northwestern.edu and reference Research Computing or visit our website it.northwestern.edu/research.

Connect
- it.northwestern.edu/research
- @NUITResearch
- consultant@northwestern.edu
- Mudd Hall
  2233 Tech Drive, Suite 2220
  Evanston, IL 60208

Keep Informed
Join our NUIT-research listserv to learn about upcoming events: bit.ly/nuit_research_list
Consultation and Support
Helping researchers overcome technical and computational obstacles:
- Data
  - Visualization
  - Analysis
- Collection and transformation
- Organization and workflows
- Data use agreements and data management
- Sensitive or restricted data solutions
- Using computational resources
- Computational workflows
- Bioinformatics pipelines
- Software and tool development
- Grant writing support

Computational Resources
Providing access to computational, storage, and networking resources on campus and in the Cloud:
- High-performance computing
- Data storage platforms
- Research software
- Data analysis tools
- Global data transfer networks
- Secure research data storage and file sharing
- Customized computational solutions

Training and Learning
Offering a variety of opportunities to learn about the services, software, and resources that support research activities on campus:
- In-person workshops
  - Computational tools
  - Programming languages
  - Data science and visualization
- Online resources
- Topical user groups and working groups
- Campus-wide symposium

Expert Guidance
With dedicated resources, we can advise you when:
- Facing a technical challenge with your research
- Computational or storage needs grow beyond your personal computer
- Learning a new skill to advance your research
- Planning for a future project
  And, much more.

Providing computing resources and consulting services to Northwestern student, faculty, postdoctoral, and staff researchers across all disciplines in support of innovative research.